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Man killed by S.F. police was 'inspiration' but had troubles
Vivian Ho
Updated 3:15 pm, Wednesday, April 2, 2014
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Suspect Fatally Shot By San Francisco Police At Bernal...
Suspect Fatally Shot By San Francisco Police At Bernal Heights Park
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Alejandro Nieto sought refuge on Bernal Hill.
When he had a lot on his mind, friends said,
he would trek up the steep slope to sit and
think, looking over the city he loved.
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That's where the 28-year-old student at City
College of San Francisco went Friday evening
before his shift as a nightclub security guard.
That's where police officers found him as they
investigated reports of a man with a gun at
Bernal Heights Park, acting erratically and
threatening passersby.
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And that is where he died, after police said he appeared to reach for a weapon - friends and
witnesses suggested it was a Taser stun gun - and forced officers to open fire.
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Three days after the shooting, Nieto's friends, many of whom called him "Alex," were
bewildered Monday, unable to process such a violent death for a man who they say
advocated for peace. They held a vigil for him Monday evening at the park.
"We are all shocked in the community," said his friend Benjamin Bac Sierra. "Everyone
knew Alejandro. He was such a beautiful, peaceful, loving man."
Restraining order
Friends said the man they knew was a Buddhist who preached compassion - and who
carried a stun gun for his job. But some also said Nieto had been out of sorts lately. And
one former friend recently filed for a restraining order against him, saying that Nieto
attacked him with a Taser.
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Police officials said officers encountered Nieto on a pedestrian path on the north slope
about 7:10 p.m. Friday. Nieto appeared to draw a weapon, and at least two officers fired at
him, police Deputy Chief Lyn Tomioka said Friday.
A weapon was discovered close to his body, Tomioka said, but she did not identify the
weapon. On Monday, police remained tight-lipped on the circumstances surrounding
the shooting.
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One resident, Isaac McGowan, said his wife was warned of a man wearing a holstered gun
as she ran up the hill just before the shooting.
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"She looked again and he was air boxing," McGowan said. "She ran down the hill away
from him and warned everyone walking up."
Another witness, who declined to give his name, said he was walking his dog just after 7
p.m. when the dog came upon a man eating chips. The dog got excited, scaring the man,
who jumped on a bench and started acting erratically.
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According to the witness, the man pulled out a pistol-type stun gun and pointed it at the
dog, leading the witness to call the dog back and yell at the man.
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The man then started "flexing," yelling profanities and threatening him, the witness said.
The witness said he left the area, went home and called police.
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According to San Francisco court records, Nieto's former friend Arthur Vega described a
March 5 incident in which Nieto had used a stun gun.
In a March 14 request for a restraining order, Vega said Nieto shocked him four times in
the back in front of his wife and 3-year-old son. Vega said he had been picking up his son
when Nieto appeared and forced himself into his wife's car.
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Vega said Nieto had screamed profanities. He and his wife got away, but two days later he
saw what he believed to be Nieto's car following him.
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Possessing stun guns is legal in California for everyone except convicted felons, drug
addicts and people who have misused the devices in the past.
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Contrasting views
Vega's experience with Nieto stands in contrast to the man some of his friends remember.
Nieto appeared depressed and hadn't been acting like himself lately, they said, but was still
the caring and civic-minded man he always was.
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Nieto was a few credits away from earning an associate's degree in criminal justice from
City College, Bac Sierra said. He planned to become a youth counselor, working with
troubled children who needed guidance.
He volunteered at the Bernal Heights Neighborhood Center and with Homey, a nonprofit
youth empowerment group in the Mission District, and had just finished a stint at a youth
guidance center working with youth in juvenile detention.
Jonathan Bonato, 53, met Nieto through his volunteer work teaching Buddhism classes in
2008 and worked with him and the Buddhist organization Soka Gakkai International on
setting up the Victory Over Violence exhibit in the Bayview neighborhood.
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"He was an encouragement and inspiration to me," Bonato said. "I just never in my wildest
imagination connected the story on Friday with Alex."
Friend's concerns
Bac Sierra said he didn't believe Nieto was going through anything that would make him
act erratically. But even if he was, "the officers should have had more compassion, more
training on how to approach someone," he said.
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"I don't know exactly what his state of mind could have been," he said, "but I always knew
him as someone who would chant, someone who would go up there and look at the view
and reflect. That's all."
Vivian Ho is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. E-mail: vho@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @VivianHo
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coreyhydro Rank 24075
What is with the right wing mob on sfgate comment boards all the time? SF cops always seem to
unload on perps. It's not always necessary. There are more civil ways of disarming a supposed
threat. No need to call names and gang up on people who would like the police to resist the urge
to kill people. The cops make mistakes like the rest of us, except they always have a loaded gun.
Like Reply Share

3 months ago 0 Likes

webserver227 Rank 30102
This shows our society where citizens own too many guns. Police are scared to death also.
Like Reply Share

5 months ago 0 Likes

SinclairZ Rank 3777
Interesting thing. When it's illegal to own a gun, the cops aren't scared of getting shot.
Where I am from (the UK), the regular police don't even carry guns. They don't need to because
my country isn't awash with the damn things. Consequently they tend to talk to people BEFORE
using force and nobody dies.
We really should try it sometime. Oh wait, we can't because the NRA has bought this country.
Like Reply Share
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johnny94927 Rank 3082
dont even point your finger at these killers
Like Reply Share

5 months ago 0 Likes

amx Rank 1910
Exactly-- what are we doing about the actual safety threats on that hill: the far too many, way out
of control dogs?
Like Reply Share
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zedly Rank 458
So, what's the real story with this person who was killed? People don't just go off the deep end
totally out of the blue, to the point where friends get restraining orders on them.
Like Reply Share
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po22b Rank 175
@zedly Had to be using something, and not getting proper, conventional,
competant medical care!
Like Reply Share
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Salaceline Rank 17254
Alejandro Nieto was shoot 14 times and killed by the SF Police officers this past Friday. Today
there was a Sunset Vigil ~ on the top of Bernal Heights hill on the north side where he was killed.
Alejandro was born & raised on Cortland Ave., a kind brother to all who stood up for the
advancement of all people, a dedicated student, activist & volunteer! WE demand JUSTICE for
Alejandro! and for all you people saying he deserved it you weren't there. The SFPD did not have
to kill him. I hope the... » more
Like Reply Share
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riptides7 Rank 1285
@Salaceline I'm sorry but the police didn't just happen upon your friend they were
called by the people who live in the area who thought he was dangerous. Maybe if
you would have taken care of your friend and not play this Monday morning crap
on how the police were wrong your friend might be still alive. We demand you
idiots who have friend with emotional problems take care of them instead of
blaming someone else.
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po22b Rank 175
@Salaceline If he were frightening you and your family, you would be singing a
different tune. At least he has peace now, because obviously no one was making
sure his medical needs were being met! Don't blame the Police...they don't know
the unique problems of all the SF population. You are ridiculous!
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doxler Rank 305
Seems there was some excessive force fired back at this troubled individual.. Mr. Ed what have
you to say?
Like Reply Share

5 months ago 1 Like

zedly Rank 458
@doxler
So what kind of force do you think would have been more appropriate, given the
circumstances?
Like Reply Share

5 months ago 1 Like

city_2007 Rank 4066
Security guard know the rule when the police engaged him. Acting strange is a sign of a person off
his med and in need of help. Officers responding to a call of a person with a gun has only seconds
when a weapon is drawn in the evening it usually ends deadly.RIP
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ven129 Rank 494
It appears that some of the folks that live in Bernal that saw Nieto with the Taser overreacted when
calling the situation into the Police.
The Police should have tried to have a conversation with the dude before shooting to kill also...All
in all a very sad situation. RIP Mr. Nieto.
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TheGenesis Rank 1995
@doxler he is an idiot...does law enforcement a great disservice
Like Reply Share

5 months ago 0 Likes

TheGenesis Rank 1995
@Backatu he will pontificate his knowledge on every subject matter, yet he has no
idea what goes on in other cities..wants to look and sound important.
Like Reply Share

5 months ago 0 Likes
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